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Abstract10

Quantitative equational logic introduced by Mardare, Panangaden and Plotkin has enabled the11

algebraic axiomatisation of many metrics. This is achieved by finding a quantitative algebraic theory12

that presents a monad on a category of metric spaces. We show how to construct such a theory for13

monads that lift monads on Set with a known algebraic presentation.14
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1 Introduction18

Moggi’s seminal papers [20, 21] started a long-lasting tradition in the field of denotational19

semantics of modelling computational effects with monads. Examples include nondeterminism,20

probabilistic nondeterminism, input/output, termination, exceptions, and more.21

Monads are largely indispensable in category theory, and they had been extensively studied22

by practitioners of the field before that. In particular, in his thesis [12], Lawvere identified a23

tight link between monads and universal algebra. Every algebraic theory presents a monad24

on the category of sets (Set), and every finitary (a categorical finiteness property) monad25

on Set is presented by an algebraic theory. In an excellent series of papers [22, 23, 24, 25],26

Plotkin and Power advocated for exploiting this link and studying computational effects27

through algebraic theories. We refer you to the survey [11] and tutorial [6] for more.28

The framework of quantitative algebraic reasoning was introduced in [14] as a natural29

extension of previously cited works to reason about program distances instead of program30

equivalences. It quickly spanned a lot of theoretical [15, 4, 13, 5, 1, 18, 2, 10] and practical31

investigations [3, 19, 17], and our paper follows their lead.32

Given a signature Σ (a set of operation symbols with finite arities), a quantitative33

Σ–algebra is a metric space (A, dA) equipped with interpretations of the symbols in Σ as34

functions An → A with possible extra conditions. We will notably impose no conditions on35

the operations. This extends to an interpretation of all terms formed with finitely many36

applications of operation symbols in Σ.37

A quantitative algebraic theory over a signature Σ is a class Ê of equations and so-called38

quantitative equations between terms formed over variables. As in the classical case, an39

equation s = t means that s and t are interpreted as the same thing. A quantitative equation40

s =ε t is parameterised by ε ∈ [0, 1], and it means that the distance between the interpretation41

of s and t is at most ε. Given a theory (Σ, Ê), the free quantitative (Σ, Ê)–algebra on a42

metric space (X, d) is constructed by taking all the terms over X, defining the distance43

between s and t to be the smallest distance that can be derived using Ê, and quotienting by44

the equations that are deductible from Ê. This induces a monad T̂Σ,Ê
on Met, the category45
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of metric spaces and nonexpansive maps. We say a monad on Met is presented by (Σ, Ê) if46

it is isomorphic to T̂Σ,Ê
. Not all monads on Met have a presentation, but a characterization47

of those that do is well under way [1, 2].48

Most concrete results in the literature give presentations for monads on Met that take49

great inspiration from presentations of monads on Set. For instance, two monads considered50

in the original paper [14] are the finite powerset (with the Hausdorff distance) monad and51

the finite distributions (with the Kantorovich distance) monad on Met. They are monad52

liftings (see Definition 27) of existing monads on Set that are presented by the algebraic53

theories of semilattices and convex algebras respectively. The latter are key ingredients for54

their presentation results.55

Contributions. In this paper, we prove (Theorem 32) that if a monad M̂ on Met is a monad56

lifting of a monad M on Set presented by an algebraic theory (Σ, E), then M̂ is presented57

by a quantitative algebraic theory. The proof explicitly constructs that theory using Σ and58

E, so it can be seen as a more automatic way to apply the quantitative algebraic reasoning59

framework. Another consequence of this result is Corollary 33 that gives a correspondence60

between monad liftings of M and theory liftings (Definition 28) of E. Finally, we show in61

Section 5 how to simplify the proofs of existing presentation results using Theorem 32, and62

we give two new presentation results.63

As mentioned above, our treatment of quantitative algebras and theories is different from64

most of the literature because operations are not assumed to be nonexpansive with respect to65

the product metric. This idea borrowed and altered from [18] is necessary for Theorem 32 to66

hold. Indeed, we define a monad lifting of the finite powerset monad to Met (Proposition 34)67

that cannot be presented by a theory in the sense of [14], in short because it is not enriched.68

As in [18], our results also apply more generally to variants of Met, like the category of69

pseudometric spaces, quasimetric spaces and more (see Definition 11).70

2 Background71

We recall some definitions and results following the background section of [18] but with72

a slightly different presentation tailored for our usage. Facts easily derivable from known73

results in the literature are systematically marked as “Proposition” throughout the paper.74

2.1 Monads75

▶ Definition 1. A monad on a category C is a triple (M,η, µ) comprising a functor M : C →76

C together with two natural transformations: a unit η : idC ⇒ M , where idC is the identity77

functor on C, and a multiplication µ : M2 ⇒ M , satisfying µ ◦ ηM = µ ◦ Mη = idM and78

µ ◦Mµ = µ ◦ µM .79

We often refer to a monad by simply specifying the functor. A monad M has an associated80

category of M–algebras.81

▶ Definition 2. Let (M,η, µ) be a monad on C. An algebra for M (or M–algebra) is a pair82

(A,α) where A ∈ C is an object and α : M(A) → A is a morphism such that (1) α◦ηA = idA83

and (2) α ◦ Mα = α ◦ µA hold. An M–algebra morphism between two M–algebras (A,α)84

and (A′, α′) is a morphism f : A → A′ in C such that f ◦ α = α′ ◦M(f). The category of85

M–algebras and their morphisms, denoted by EM(M), is called the Eilenberg–Moore category86

for M . There is a forgetful functor U : EM(M) → C that forgets the algebra structures.87
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▶ Definition 3. Let (M,η, µ) and (M ′, η′, µ′) be two monads on C. A monad morphism88

from M to M ′ is a natural transformation λ : M ⇒ M ′ such that (1) λ ◦ ηM = ηM ′ and89

(2) λ ◦ µM = µM ′ ◦ λM ′ ◦ Mλ. It is a monad isomorphism whenever each component90

λX : MX → M ′X is an isomorphism in C.91

▶ Proposition 4. Let (M,η, µ) and (M ′, η′, µ′) be two monads on C. There is a monad92

isomorphism M ∼= M ′ if and only if there is an isomorphism of categories EM(M) ∼= EM(M ′)93

that commutes with the forgetful functors to C.94

2.2 Universal Algebra95

We recall basic definitions and results from universal algebra, [7] is a standard reference.96

▶ Definition 5 (Signature). A signature is a set Σ containing operations symbols each with97

an arity n ∈ N. We write op : n ∈ Σ for a symbol op with arity n in Σ. With some abuse of98

notation, we also denote by Σ the functor Σ : Set → Set with the following action:99

Σ(A) :=
∐

op:n∈Σ
An Σ(f) :=

∐
op:n∈Σ

fn.100

▶ Definition 6 (Σ–algebra). A Σ–algebra is an algebra for the functor Σ. Equivalently, it101

is a set A equipped with a set JΣKA of interpretations of the operation symbols, i.e., for102

every op : n ∈ Σ there is a function JopKA : An → A in JΣKA. We call A the carrier set. A103

homomorphism between two Σ–algebras with carrier sets A and B is a function f : A → B104

preserving the interpretations of operations, i.e., satisfying ∀op : n ∈ Σ,∀a1, . . . , an,105

f(JopKA(a1, . . . , an)) = JopKB(f(a1), . . . , f(an)).106

The category of Σ–algebras and their homomorphisms is denoted by Alg(Σ).107

▶ Definition 7 (Term). Let Σ be a signature and A be a set. We denote with TΣA the set108

of terms built from A using the operations in Σ, i.e., the set inductively defined as follows:109

a ∈ TΣA for any a ∈ A, and op(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ TΣA for any op : n ∈ Σ and t1, . . . tn ∈ TΣA.110

We often identify elements a ∈ A with the corresponding terms a ∈ TΣA. In any Σ–algebra111

(A, JΣKA), we can extend the interpretations of operations to all terms in TΣA inductively:112

JaKA = a and Jop(t1, . . . , tn)KA = JopKA(Jt1KA, . . . , JtnKA).113

The assignment A 7→ TΣA can be turned into a functor TΣ : Set → Set by inductively114

defining, for any function f : A → B, the function TΣf : TΣA → TΣB as follows: for any115

a ∈ A, TΣf(a) = f(a), and ∀op : n ∈ Σ,∀t1, . . . tn ∈ TΣA,116

TΣf(op(t1, . . . , tn)) = op(TΣf(t1), . . . , TΣf(tn)).117

This allows to extend the interpretation J−KA to all terms in TΣX provided we have an118

assignment of variables ι : X → A by precomposing with TΣι. We denote this interpretation119

J−Kι
A = J−KA ◦ TΣι.120

▶ Definition 8 (Equation). An equation over Σ is a triple comprising a set X of variables,121

also called context, and a pair of terms s, t ∈ TΣX that we denote by ∀X.s = t following [7].122

The symbol ∀ does not indicate a quantification over X, but over assignments of variables as123

explained below. We say that an equation ∀X.s = t is satisfied in a Σ–algebra A = (A, JΣKA),124

and we write A ⊨ ∀X.s = t, if for all assignments of variables ι : X → A, JsKι
A = JtKι

A.125

Given a class E of equations over Σ, we write A ⊨ E if A satisfies all equations in E,126

and we denote by Alg(Σ, E) the full subcategory of Alg(Σ) of all Σ–algebras that satisfy all127

equations in E.128
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▶ Definition 9 (Algebraic theory). Given a class E of equations over Σ, Th(Alg(Σ, E)) is the129

class of equations that are satisfied in all algebras in Alg(Σ, E). Of course, Th(Alg(Σ, E))130

contains all equations in E, but also many more equations like ∀x.x = x which is satisfied131

by any algebra in Alg(Σ). An algebraic theory is a class E of equations over a signature Σ132

such that E = Th(Alg(Σ, E)). For any set of equations E, Th(Alg(Σ, E)) is an algebraic133

theory, and we call equations in E the generators of this theory.134

▶ Proposition 10. For any algebraic theory (Σ, E), the forgetful functor U : Alg(Σ, E) → Set135

that forgets about the algebra structure is strictly monadic.136

Proof sketch. We give the detailed constructions of the left adjoint via free algebras because137

they will be used in the rest of the paper. Given a set X, the carrier of the free (Σ, E)–algebra138

on X is the set of terms in TΣX quotiented by the equivalence relation139

s ≡E t ⇔ ∀X.s = t ∈ E.140

We denote by [s]E the equivalence class of s ∈ TΣX in TΣ,EX := TΣX/≡E . The interpretation141

of op : n ∈ Σ is defined syntactically (a bit of work is needed to show this is well-defined):142

JopK([t1]E , . . . , [tn]E) = [op(t1, . . . , tn)]E .143

The universal morphism from X to U is ηΣ,E
X : X → TΣX/≡E sending x to [x]E . After144

showing U uniquely creates coequalizers of U–split pairs, we obtain a monad TΣ,E with unit145

ηΣ,E and multiplication µΣ,E such that EM(TΣ,E) ∼= Alg(Σ, E). The explicit definitions of146

TΣ,E applied to f : A → B and the multiplication are respectively147

TΣ,Ef : TΣ,EA → TΣ,EB = [t]E 7→ [TΣf(t)]E , and148

µΣ,E
X : TΣ,ETΣ,EX → TΣ,EX = [t([t1]E , . . . , [tn]E)]E 7→ [t(t1, . . . , tn)]E .149

150

Let us also explicit the isomorphism between the categories of algebras.151

Given a TΣ,E–algebra α : TΣ,EA → A, we define JΣKA by letting JopKA(a1, . . . , an) =152

α([op(a1, . . . , an)]E) for each op : n ∈ Σ. Given a Σ–algebra A = (A, JΣKA) that satisfies153

E, the interpretations of terms J−KA : TΣA → A identifies terms equivalent under ≡E (by154

definition of satisfaction). Thus, J−KA factorises through TΣ,EA, and one can show the155

resulting function αA : TΣ,EA → A is a TΣ,E–algebra. ◀156

2.3 Generalised Metric Spaces157

The literature on quantitative algebraic reasoning is mostly focused on the category Met of158

metric spaces (with possibly infinite distances or distances bounded by 1) and nonexpansive159

maps. In continuity with [18, Section 2.3], we allow for many variants of Met that we call160

GMet (more details are in loc. cit.).161

▶ Definition 11 (GMet). A generalised metric space is a set X equipped with a distance162

function d : X ×X → [0, 1] that satisfies some axioms, e.g. symmetry, triangle inequality,163

etc. For a fixed set of axioms, we denote by GMet the category of generalised metric spaces164

that satisfy these axioms with morphisms being nonexpansive maps.165

The category Met is an instance of GMet where the axioms are166

∀a, b ∈ A, d(a, b) = d(b, a) symmetry (1)167

∀a ∈ A, d(a, a) = 0 reflexivity or indiscernibility of identicals (2)168

∀a, b ∈ A, d(a, b) = 0 =⇒ a = b indentity of indiscernibles (3)169

∀a, b, c ∈ A, d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b) + d(b, c). triangle inequality (4)170
171
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In the sequel, the instantiation of GMet will not play an important role. In fact, almost all172

examples will be in Met. Hence, for a better reading experience, throughout the sequel, we173

fix an arbitrary instance of GMet and refer to its objects as metric spaces (omitting the174

word “generalised”).175

For any set X, the discrete generalised metric on X is a distance d⊥ : X × X → [0, 1]176

satisfying the axioms of GMet such that for any (Y,∆) and any function f : X → Y ,177

f : (X, d⊥) → (Y,∆) is nonexpansive. This can also be stated as a universal property, so178

(X, d⊥) is unique with this property, and the assignment X 7→ (X, d⊥) assembles into a179

functor F⊥ : Set → GMet left adjoint to the forgetful functor U : GMet → Set.180

3 Quantitative Algebras and (Generalised) Metric Monads181

This section presents our framework for quantitative algebraic reasoning which is slightly182

different from the original [14]. It borrows from [18] the generalisation to GMet and not non-183

expansive operations, and from [9] the handling of context for (quantitative) equations (called184

Σ–relations in loc. cit.). We define quantitative algebras and their equations, quantitative185

theories and the monads they induce, and we define algebraic presentations. In contrast to186

the previous references, we omit the syntactical deductive system, but we prove many small187

results that essentially amount to soundness with respect to that hypothetical deductive188

system, as they are useful in proofs.189

Quantitative Algebras190

Given a signature Σ, we abusively denote by Σ the functor Σ : GMet → GMet defined by191

the composite GMet U−→ Set Σ−→ Set F⊥−−→ GMet, it has the following action:192

Σ(A, d) :=

 ∐
op:n∈Σ

An, d⊥

 Σ(f) :=
∐

op:n∈Σ
fn.193

194

▶ Definition 12 (Quantitative algebra). A GMet Σ–algebra is an algebra for the functor195

Σ : GMet → GMet. Equivalently, it is a metric space (A, d) equipped with a set JΣKA of196

interpretations of the operation symbols, i.e., for every op : n ∈ Σ there is a function JopKA :197

An → A in JΣKA. We call (A, d) the carrier space. A homomorphism between two Σ–algebras198

with carrier spaces (A, dA) and (B, dB) is a nonexpansive function f : (A, dA) → (B, dB)199

preserving the interpretations of operations, i.e., satisfying ∀op : n ∈ Σ,∀a1, . . . , an,200

f(JopKA(a1, . . . , an)) = JopKB(f(a1), . . . , f(an)).201

The category of GMet Σ–algebras and their homomorphisms is denoted by QAlg(Σ).202

▶ Remark 13. When the category GMet is irrelevant (or when it is fixed as in this paper),203

we use the term quantitative algebra as in [14] and [18]. The difference between Definition 12204

and analogous definitions in those papers is that we impose no condition on the operations.205

This can be seen as a special case of [18] since Σ : GMet → GMet can be seen as the206

lifted signature [18, Definition 3.6] of Σ : Set → Set where all operations are lifted with the207

discrete metric. We do not loose generality because the condition on operations imposed by208

lifted signatures can be imposed by sets of (quantitative) equations (see Definition 14).209
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Any quantitative Σ–algebra (A, dA, JΣKA) has an underlying Σ–algebra (A, JΣKA) in Alg(Σ)210

and a carrier space (A, dA) in GMet. We get two more forgetful functors and the pullback211

square in (5). In particular, we can still talk about terms and their interpretations inside a212

quantitative algebra, and we can define GMet equations.213

QAlg(Σ) GMet

Alg(Σ) Set

⌟ (5)214

215

▶ Definition 14 (GMet equation). A GMet equation over Σ is a triple comprising a metric216

space (X, d) of variables, also called context, and a pair of terms s, t ∈ TΣX that we denote by217

∀(X, d).s = t. We say it is satisfied in a GMet Σ–algebra A = (A, dA, JΣKA), and we write218

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s = t, if for all nonexpansive assignments ι : (X, d) → (A, dA), JsKι
A = JtKι

A.219

A GMet quantitative equation over Σ is a quadruple comprising a context (X, d), a pair220

of terms s, t ∈ TΣX, and a bound ε ∈ [0, 1] that we denote by ∀(X, d).s =ε t. We say it is221

satisfied in a GMet Σ–algebra A = (A, dA, JΣKA), and we write A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t, if for222

all nonexpansive assignments ι : (X, d) → (A, dA), dA(JsKι
A, JtK

ι
A) ≤ ε.223

Given a class Ê of GMet equations and quantitative equations, we denote by QAlg(Σ, Ê)224

the full subcategory of QAlg(Σ) of all GMet Σ–algebras that satisfy all of Ê.225

▶ Remark 15. In practice, we do not specify a GMet (quantitative) equation by giving the226

full description of the context. We give only distances between variables that are required,227

and the rest are understood to be the largest possible distances that ensure the resulting228

space is in GMet. For instance, when writing ∀x, y, z.s = t, the context is the discrete space229

on {x, y, z}. In particular, any equation in the sense of Definition 8 can be interpreted as a230

GMet equation where the context is taken with the discrete metric. When writing the Met231

equation ∀x =ε y, y =δ z.s = t, the metric space of variables is the metric d on {x, y, z} with232

d(x, y) = d(y, x) = ε, d(y, z) = d(z, y) = δ, d(x, z) = d(z, x) = ε+ δ and all other distances233

are 0 (to ensure all axioms for Met are satisfied).234

Quantitative Theories235

▶ Definition 16 (Quantitative algebraic theory). Given a class E of GMet (quantitative)236

equations over Σ, QTh(QAlg(Σ, E)) is the class of GMet (quantitative) equations that are237

satisfied in all quantitative algebras in QAlg(Σ, E). A quantitative algebraic theory is a class238

Ê of GMet (quantitative) equations over a signature Σ such that Ê = QTh(QAlg(Σ, Ê)).239

For any set of GMet (quantitative) equations E, QTh(QAlg(Σ, E)) is a quantitative240

algebraic theory, and we call elements of E the generators of this theory.241

Without presenting a full deductive system for GMet (quantitative) equations, we will need242

the following results saying that quantitative theories are closed under some deductive rules.243

▶ Lemma 17. For any quantitative algebra A, metric space (X, d), and x, y ∈ X,244

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).x =d(x,y) y.245

▶ Lemma 18. For any quantitative algebra A, metric space (X, d), and s, t ∈ TΣX,246

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =1 t.247
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▶ Lemma 19. For any quantitative algebra A, metric space (X, d), and s, s′, t, t′ ∈ TΣX,248

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s = s′ and A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t =⇒ A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s′ =ε t249

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).t = t′ and A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t =⇒ A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t
′

250
251

▶ Lemma 20. Fix a quantitative algebra A and a set X, and let d⊥ be the discrete metric252

on X. For any other metric d on X, we have253

A ⊨ ∀(X, d⊥).s = t =⇒ A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s = t and254

A ⊨ ∀(X, d⊥).s =ε t =⇒ A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t.255
256

Proof. Any assignment ι : (X, d) → (A, dA) can be precomposed with idX : (X, d⊥) → (X, d)257

while preserving the interpretation, i.e. JsKι
A = JsKι◦idX

A . ◀258

▶ Lemma 21. Fix a quantitative algebra A, and a space (X, d). For any ε ≤ ε′
259

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t =⇒ A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t.260
261

Thus, for any quantitative algebraic theory Ê, ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê implies ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t ∈ Ê.262

▶ Lemma 22. For any quantitative algebra A, metric spaces (X, d) and (Y,∆) and functions263

σ : X → TΣY . If264

∀x, x′ ∈ X,A ⊨ ∀(Y,∆).σ(x) =d(x,x′) σ(x′) and (6)265

A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t then (7)266

A ⊨ ∀(Y,∆).σ∗(s) =ε σ
∗(t), (8)267

268

where σ∗(s) is the term s where all occurences of the variable x ∈ X has been replaced by the269

term σ(x) and similarly for t. Formally, σ∗ = µΣ
Y ◦ TΣσ : TΣX → TΣY .270

Free Algebras and Monadicity271

We have a quantitative analog to Proposition 10.272

▶ Proposition 23. For any quantitative algebraic theory (Σ, Ê), the forgetful functor U :273

QAlg(Σ, Ê) → GMet that forgets about the algebra structure is strictly monadic.274

Proof sketch. We give the detailed constructions of the left adjoint via free algebras. The275

carrier of the free (Σ, Ê)–algebra on (X, d) is the metric space T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) defined as follows.276

The carrier is the set of terms in TΣX quotiented by the equivalence relation277

s ≡
Ê
t ⇔ ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê.278

We denote by [s]
Ê

the equivalence class of s ∈ TΣX in TΣX/≡Ê
, and note that it also279

depends on d. The metric is d
Ê

: TΣX/≡Ê
× TΣX/≡Ê

→ [0, 1] defined by280

d
Ê

([s], [t]) ≤ ε ⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t.281

Some work is need to show T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) := (TΣX/≡Ê

, d
Ê

) is a metric space.282

The interpretation of op : n ∈ Σ is defined syntactically (a bit of work is needed to show283

this is well-defined and nonexpansive):284

JopK([t1]
Ê
, . . . , [tn]

Ê
) = [op(t1, . . . , tn)]

Ê
.285
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The universal morphism from (X, d) to U is ηΣ,Ê
(X,d) : (X, d) → T̂Σ,Ê

(X, d) sending x to [x]
Ê

.286

After showing U uniquely creates coequalizers of U–split pairs, we obtain a monad T̂Σ,Ê
287

with unit ηΣ,Ê and multiplication µΣ,Ê such that EM(T̂Σ,Ê
) ∼= QAlg(Σ, Ê). The explicit288

definitions of T̂Σ,Ê
applied to f : (A, dA) → (B, dB) and the multiplication are respectively289

T̂Σ,Ê
f : T̂Σ,Ê

(A, dA) → T̂Σ,Ê
(B, dB) = [t]

Ê
7→ [TΣf(t)]

Ê
, and290

µΣ,Ê
(X,d) : T̂Σ,Ê

T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) → T̂Σ,Ê

(X, d) = [t([t1]
Ê
, . . . , [tn]

Ê
)]

Ê
7→ [t(t1, . . . , tn)]

Ê
. ◀291

292

Monad Presentations293

▶ Definition 24 (Set presentation). A presentation of a monad (M,η, µ) on Set is an294

algebraic theory (Σ, E) along with a monad isomorphism TΣ,E
∼= M .295

By Propositions 4 and 10, a presentation (Σ, E) for M yields an isomorphism of categories296

EM(M) ∼= Alg(Σ, E). If ρ : TΣ,E → M is the isomorphism witnessing the presentation, this297

isomorphism of categories is given as follows.298

Given an M–algebra α : MA → A, the algebra Aα = (A, JΣKα) is defined by letting, for299

each op : n ∈ Σ, JopKα(a1, . . . , an) = α(ρA[op(a1, . . . , an)]E). This interpretation extended300

to terms yields301

J−Kα = TΣA
[−]E−−−→ TΣ,EA

ρA−−→ MA
α−→ A.302

Given a (Σ, E)–algebra A = (A, JΣKA), the algebra αA is defined by factorising the303

interpretation of terms through TΣ,EA and precomposing by ρ−1
A , that is,304

αA = MA
ρ−1

A−−→ TΣ,EA
J−KA−−−→ A.305

▶ Example 25. We give two main examples of monads on Set with a presentation.306

1. The finite non-empty powerset monad P : Set → Set represents nondeterminism in307

computation, and it is presented by the theory of semilattices comprising a binary308

operation ⊕ and the equations (stating ⊕ is idempotent, commutative and associative)309

∀x.x⊕ x = x, ∀x, y.x⊕ y = y ⊕ x, and ∀x, y, z.x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y) ⊕ z. (9)310

We will denote the signature of semilattices by ΣS, the equations in (9) by ES, the311

corresponding monad by TS := TΣS,ES and the isomorphism by ρS : TS → P.312

2. The finitely supported distributions monad D : Set → Set represents probabilistic313

nondeterminism in computation, and it is presented by the theory of convex algebras314

comprising a binary operation +p for every p ∈ (0, 1) and the following equations (stating315

+p is idempotent, skew commutative and skew associative) for every p, q ∈ (0, 1)316

∀x.x = x+px, ∀x, y.x+py = y+1−px, and ∀x, y, z.(x+qy)+pz = x+pq (y+ p(1−q)
1−pq

z). (10)317

We will denote the signature of convex algebras by ΣCA, the equations in (10) by ECA,318

the corresponding monad by TCA := TΣCA,ECA and the isomorphism by ρCA : TCA → D.319

▶ Definition 26 (GMet presentation). A presentation of a monad (M̂, η̂, µ̂) on GMet is a320

quantitative algebraic theory (Σ, Ê) along with a monad isomorphism T̂Σ,Ê
∼= M̂ .321
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4 Lifting Set Presentations to GMet Presentations322

Most examples of GMet presentations in the literature [14, 19, 17, 18] are built on top of a323

Set presentation. In summary, there is a monad M with a known algebraic presentation324

(Σ, E) (e.g. P and semilattices or D and convex algebras) and a lifting of every metric space325

(X, d) to a metric space (MX, d̂). Then, a quantitative algebraic theory (Σ, Ê) over the same326

signature is generated by counterparts to the equations in E as well as new quantitative327

equations to model the lifting. Finally, it is shown how the theory axiomatises the lifting,328

namely the GMet monad induced by the theory is isomorphic to a monad whose action on329

objects is the assignment (X, d) 7→ (MX, d̂).330

In this section, we prove our main result (Theorem 32) which makes this process more331

automatic and gives a necessary and sufficient conditions for when it can actually be done.332

Throughout, we fix a monad (M,η, µ) on Set and an algebraic theory (Σ, E) presenting M333

via the isomorphism ρ : TΣ,E ⇒ M . We first give multiple definitions to make precise what334

we mean by lifting.335

▶ Definition 27. A lifting of M to GMet is an assignment (X, d) 7→ (MX, d̂) defining a336

metric on MX for every metric on X, we denote such a lifting with M̂ . We call it a functor337

lifting when for every nonexpansive function f : (X, d) → (Y,∆), Mf : (MX, d̂) → (MY, ∆̂)338

is also nonexpansive. This defines a functor M̂ : GMet → GMet with M̂(X, d) = (MX, d̂)339

and M̂(f) = Mf . We call it a monad lifting when, it is a functor lifting and additionally,340

for any (X, d), the functions ηX : (X, d) → (MX, d̂) and µX : (MMX,
̂̂
d) → (MX, d̂)341

are nonexpansive. This defines a monad (M̂, η̂, µ̂) with M̂ being the functor defined above,342

η̂(X,d) = ηX and µ̂(X,d) = µX .343

▶ Definition 28. A lifting of an algebraic theory (Σ, E) to GMet is a quantitative algebraic344

theory Ê over the same signature Σ such that for any space (X, d) and terms s, t ∈ TΣX,345

∀X.s = t ∈ E ⇔ ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê. (11)346

We say this lifting axiomatises a lifting of M if for any (X, d) and terms s, t ∈ TΣX,347

d̂(ρX [s], ρX [t]) ≤ ε ⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê. (12)348

Because any quantitative theory induces a monad (Proposition 23), the notion of theory349

lifting is already strong enough to induce a monad lifting.350

▶ Lemma 29. If Ê is a lifting of a theory E, then T̂Σ,Ê
is a monad lifting of TΣ,E.351

Proof. By Definition 28 and the constructions of TΣ,E and T̂Σ,Ê
, we find that for any (X, d),352

TΣ,EX is the underlying set of T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d). Indeed, both these sets are TΣX quotiented by353

≡E and ≡
Ê

respectively, where354

s ≡E t ⇔ ∀X.s = t ∈ E
(11)⇔ ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê ⇔ s ≡

Ê
t.355

Since the actions on morphisms, units and multiplications of both monads are defined356

syntactically in the same way, we conclude that T̂Σ,Ê
is a monad lifting of TΣ,E . ◀357

If Ê is a lifting of E and it axiomatises M̂ , then we can show M̂ is a monad lifting by exhibiting358

an isomorphism T̂Σ,Ê
∼= M̂ that relies on the already known isomorphism ρ : TΣ,E ⇒ M .359

▶ Lemma 30. If Ê is a lifting of E and it axiomatises M̂ , then M̂ is a monad lifting of M .360
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Proof. Suppose Ê is a lifting of the theory E axiomatising M . We saw in Lemma 29 that361

T̂Σ,Ê
is a monad lifting of TΣ,E . Hence, ρX is a bijection between the underlying sets of362

T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) and M̂(X, d). Moreover, by previous definitions, we have363

d̂(ρX [s], ρX [t]) ≤ ε
(12)⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê ⇔ d

Ê
([s], [t]) ≤ ε,364

which implies ρX : T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) → M̂(X, d) is an isometry (it preserves distances). We365

conclude that ρX : T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) → M̂(X, d) is an isomorphism (a bijective isometry). Since ρ366

is a monad morphism, we have the following equations for any f : (X, d) → (Y,∆).367

Mf = M̂(X, d)
ρ−1

X−−→ T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) TΣ,Ef−−−−→ T̂Σ,Ê

(Y,∆) ρY−−→ M̂(Y,∆)368

ηX = (X, d)
ηΣ,E

X−−−→ T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) ρX−−→ M̂(X, d)369

µX = M̂M̂(X, d)
Mρ−1

X−−−−→ M̂T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d)

ρ−1
TΣ,E X

−−−−−→ T̂Σ,Ê
T̂Σ,Ê

(X, d)
µΣ,E

X−−−→ T̂Σ,Ê
(X, d) ρX−−→ M̂(X, d)370371

All the arrows in the composites are nonexpansive either by what we just proved (ρX and372

ρ−1
X are nonexpansive for any (X, d)) or because T̂Σ,Ê

is a monad lifting of TΣ,E (Lemma373

29). We find that M̂ is a monad lifting of M . ◀374

In hope to get a converse, given M̂ a lifting of M , we can naively attempt to define a375

theory E
M̂

lifting E that axiomatises it. To ensure the forward implication of (11) holds,376

we use Lemma 20 and add the GMet equation ∀(X, d⊥).s = t for each equation ∀X.s = t377

that belongs to E. To ensure the forward implication of (12) holds, we use Lemma 21 and378

add the GMet quantitative equation ∀(X, d).s =ε t for all metric space (X, d) and terms379

s, t ∈ TΣX satisfying d̂ (ρX [s], ρX [t]) = ε. Formally, E
M̂

= QTh(QAlg(Σ, Ê1 ∪ Ê2)), where380

Ê1 = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E} and (13)381

Ê2 =
{

∀(X, d).s =ε t | ε = d̂ (ρX [s], ρX [t])
}
. (14)382

383

Unfortunately, the converse implications of (11) and (12) do not always hold, but Theorem384

32 says they hold exactly when M̂ is a monad lifting. The proof relies on one key lemma.385

▶ Lemma 31. Let M̂ be a monad lifting of M and (A, dA) be a metric space in GMet. The386

lifting yields a metric d̂A on MA, and the free (Σ, E)–algebra (MA, JΣKµA
) on MA is obtained387

by passing the free M–algebra (MA,µA) through the isomorphism EM(M) ∼= Alg(Σ, E).388

Then (MA, JΣKµA
, d̂A) is a quantitative (Σ, E

M̂
)–algebra.389

Proof. A bit of unrolling shows that for an assignment ι : X → MA, the interpretation390

J−Kι
µA

is the composite391

TΣX
TΣι−−→ TΣMA

[−]E−−−→ TΣ,EMA
ρMA−−−→ MMA

µA−−→ MA.392

For later use, we apply the naturality of [−]E and ρ to rewrite the composite as393

J−Kι
µA

= TΣX
[−]E−−−→ TΣ,EX

ρX−−→ MX
Mι−−→ MMA

µA−−→ MA. (15)394

We show that M = (MA, d̂A, JΣKµA
) is a quantitative (Σ, Ê)–algebra. First, we show it395

satisfies the GMet equations in (13). If ∀X.s = t ∈ E, then the (Σ, E)–algebra underlying396
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M satisfies ∀X.s = t, hence for any ι : (X, d⊥) → (MA, d̂A), identifying ι with its underlying397

function, we have JsKι
µA

= JtKι
µA

, and we conclude M ⊨ ∀(X, d⊥).s = t.398

Next, we show M satisfies the GMet quantitative equations in (14). Let ∀(X, d).s =ε t399

with ε = d̂(ρX [s], ρX [t]), and let ι : (X, d) → (MA, d̂A) be nonexpansive. We have the400

following derivation401

d̂A

(
JsKι

µA
, JtKι

µA

)
= d̂A(µA(Mι(ρX([s]E))), µA(Mι(ρX([t]E)))) using (15)402

≤ ̂̂
dA(Mι(ρX([s]E)),Mι(ρX([t]E))) µA : (MMA,

̂̂
dA) → (MA, d̂A) nonexpansive403

≤ d̂(ρX([s]E), ρX([t]E)) Mι : (MX, d̂) → (MMA,
̂̂
dA) nonexpansive404

= ε405406

We conclude that M ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t for all those GMet (quantitative) equations in E
M̂

,407

and hence M ∈ QAlg(Σ, E
M̂

). ◀408

▶ Theorem 32. Let M̂ be a lifting of M to GMet, then M̂ is a monad lifting if and only if409

there exists a lifting of the theory E that axiomatises M̂ .410

Proof. The converse direction is Lemma 30. Supposing that M̂ is a monad lifting of M , we411

will show that E
M̂

is a lifting of E axiomatising M̂ . First, we show E
M̂

is a lifting of E, i.e.412

for any (X, d) and s, t ∈ TΣX,413

∀X.s = t ∈ E ⇔ ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ E
M̂
.414

(⇒) By (13) in the definition of E
M̂

, we have ∀(X, d⊥).s = t ∈ E
M̂

. Then, Lemma 20415

implies ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ E
M̂

.416

(⇐) Now, if ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ E
M̂

, we saw in Lemma 31 that M(X,d) = (MX, d̂, JΣKµX
)417

belongs to QAlg(Σ, E
M̂

) hence M(X,d) ⊨ ∀(X, d).s = t. Taking the assignment ηX : (X, d) →418

M̂(X, d) which is nonexpansive because M̂ is a monad lifting, we have JsKηX
µX

= JtKηX
µX

. Using419

(15) and the monad law µX ◦MηX = idMX , we find420

ρX [s]E = JsKηX
µX

= JtKηX
µX

= ρX [t]E .421

Finally, since ρX is a bijection, we have [s]E = [t]E , i.e. ∀X.s = t ∈ E.422

Next, we show that E
M̂

axiomatises M̂ . Fix (X, d) and terms s, t ∈ TΣX, we will show423

d̂(ρX [s], ρX [t]) ≤ ε ⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ E
M̂
.424

(⇒) By definition of E
M̂

, writing ε0 = d̂(ρ[s], ρ[t]), we know that ∀(X, d).s =ε0 t ∈ E
M̂

.425

Now, if ε0 ≤ ε, then by Lemma 21, also ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ E
M̂

.426

(⇐) As above, Lemma 31 says that M(X,d) satisfies ∀(X, d).s =ε t. Taking the assignment427

ηX : (X, d) → M̂(X, d) which is nonexpansive because M̂ is a monad lifting, we have428

d̂ (ρX [s], ρX [t]) = d̂
(
JsKηX

µX
, JtKηX

µX

)
≤ ε.429

This concludes the proof that E
M̂

is a lifting of E that axiomatises M̂ . ◀430

The forward direction of this result is new, and it says that any monad lifting of a monad431

on Set with an algebraic presentation has a quantitative algebraic presentation. This also432

has nice theoretical consequences, it leads to a correspondence between monad liftings and433

theory liftings, a step in the direction of characterising monads arising from quantitative434

algebraic theories.435
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▶ Corollary 33. Denoting ML(M) the class of monad liftings of M and TL(E) the class of436

theory liftings of E, there is a bijection ML(M) ∼= TL(E).437

From the point of view of categorical algebra/logic, Corollary 33 might look incomplete.438

We defer to future work the task of making this result into an equivalence of categories as is439

common practice in the aforementioned fields.440

5 Applications441

We have just mentioned the significance of Theorem 32 with respect to the theoretical study442

of quantitative algebraic reasoning. In this section, we will show how our main theorem can443

also help in concrete applications of this framework.444

Our primary envisioned purpose for Theorem 32 is to provide a simpler and more445

automatic way to use the framework of quantitative algebraic reasoning in concrete situations.446

The expected setting is that in the study of some computational effect (a monad) with a well447

understood algebraic theory (presenting the monad), there arises a need for a quantitative448

perspective. This is realized by defining a distance on terms of the theory that depends on a449

distance between variables. This assembles into what we called a lifting of the monad to450

GMet, and if it can be proven that this lifting is a monad lifting, then Theorem 32 allows451

to reason equationally about this distance using a quantitative algebraic theory.452

Unfortunately, this theory is generated by an impractical amount of GMet (quantitative)453

equations — to implement in a model checking algorithm for instance. Nevertheless, the454

generating sets in (13) and (14) can be a starting point to find a more manageable set455

of (quantitative) equations that generates the same theory. We showcase this with four456

examples, they rely on the Set presentations in Example 25.457

Powerset lifting. We define the following lifting of P to Met:458

(X, d) 7→ (PX, d̂) where d̂(S, S′) =


0 S = S′

d(x, y) S = {x} and S′ = {y}
1 otherwise

.459

Viewing P as modelling nondeterminism, this lifting says that nondeterministic processes460

cannot be meaningfully compared (they are put at maximum distance) unless the sets of461

possible outcomes are the same (distance is zero) or both processes are deterministic (distance462

is inherited from the distance between the only possible outcomes).463

▶ Proposition 34. The lifting above, we denote it by P̂, is a monad lifting of P to Met.464

Denoting E the Set theory of semilattices, Theorem 32 gives us a quantitative theory465

EP̂ that lifts E and axiomatises P̂. It is generated by the Met (quantitative) equations466

Ê1 = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E} and Ê2 =
{

∀(X, d).s =ε t | ε = d̂
(
ρS

X [s], ρS
X [t]

)}
.467

In order to obtain a generating set that is more convenient, we first note that since E is468

generated by the equations in (9), we can (using Remark 15) see them as Met equations469

that can replace Ê1. We prove this in full generality.470

▶ Lemma 35. Let E and E′ be two classes of equations over Σ such that for all A ∈ Alg(Σ),471

A ⊨ E implies A ⊨ E′. If472

Ê = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E} and Ê′ = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E′} ,473
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then for all A ∈ QAlg(Σ), A ⊨ Ê implies A ⊨ Ê′.474

Proof. Since all assignments ι : X → A are nonexpansive assignments ι : (X, d⊥) → (A, dA)475

and vice versa, an algebra A ∈ QAlg(Σ) satisfies ∀(X, d⊥).s = t if and only if its underlying476

algebra UA ∈ Alg(Σ) satisfies ∀X.s = t. Thus, we have for all A ∈ QAlg(Σ),477

A ⊨ Ê ⇔ UA ⊨ E =⇒ UA ⊨ E′ ⇔ A ⊨ Ê′. ◀478

Next, we observe that all the quantitative equations in Ê2 are redundant. As in the definition479

of d̂, there are three cases.480

If [s] = [t], i.e. s and t represent the same subset of X, then the equation ∀X.s = t is in481

E which means ∀(X, d⊥).s = t is in Ê1. We conclude, by Lemma 20, that ∀(X, d).s = t482

is in the theory generated by Ê1 and since we are in Met where all self-distances are483

zero, it follows that ∀(X, d).s =0 t is already in the theory generated by Ê1.484

If [s] = [x] and [t] = [y] for some x, y ∈ X, then the equations ∀X.s = x and ∀X.t = y485

are in E which means (using Lemma 20) that ∀(X, d).s = x and ∀(X, d).t = y are in the486

theory generated by Ê1. Furthermore, Lemma 17 implies ∀(X, d).x =ε y is also in the487

theory generated by Ê1 where ε = d(x, y) = d̂(ρS
X [s], ρS

X [t]), and finally by Lemma 19,488

∀(X, d).s =ε t already belongs to the theory generated by Ê1.489

In all other cases, ε = d̂(ρS
X [s], ρS

X [t]) = 1, so Lemma 18 implies ∀(X, d).s =ε t already490

belongs to the theory generated by Ê1.491

We conclude that EP̂ is generated by the Met equations492

∀x.x⊕ x = x, ∀x, y.x⊕ y = y ⊕ x, and ∀x, y, z.x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y) ⊕ z. (16)493

In [14], the Hausdorff distance between finite subsets of a metric space is shown to be494

axiomatised by a quantitative algebraic theory lifting the theory of semilattices, yielding495

another monad lifting of P. That theory is generated by the Met equations in (16) plus496

the set of Met quantitative equations below stipulating that the semilattice operation is a497

nonexpansive map (A, dA) × (A, dA) → (A, dA).498

EH =
{

∀x =ε x
′, y =ε′ y′.x⊕ y =max{ε,ε′} x

′ ⊕ y′ | ε, ε′ ∈ [0, 1]
}

(17)499

These quantitative equations are there by default in [14] because they only consider500

quantitative algebras with operations that are nonexpansive with respect to the product501

metric. It is then natural to ask whether the monad lifting P̂ we defined can be presented502

by a quantitative algebraic theory in the sense of [14]. The answer is negative because503

of a property that all monads presented by theories of [14] share: they are enriched over504

(Met,⊗,1) (see [2, p. 23]). The monad P̂ is not enriched because it does not satisfy505

∀f, g : (X, d) → (Y,∆), sup
x∈X

∆(f(x), g(x)) ≥ sup
S∈PX

∆̂(f(S), g(S)).506

Let f be the identity function on [0, 1
2 ] and g be the squaring function, then the left hand side507

is at most 1
2 (∆ is bounded by 1

2 ), and the right hand side is 1 as witnessed by S = {0, 1
2 }:508

f(S) = S and g(S) = {0, 1
4 }, so ∆̂(f(S), g(S)) = 1.509

Hausdorff lifting. The Hausdorff lifting P̂H is defined by How do we prove this is a monad510

lifting?511

(X, d) 7→ (PX, dH) where dH(S, T ) = max
{

max
x∈S

min
y∈T

d(x, y),max
y∈T

min
x∈S

d(x, y)
}
.512

The proof in [14] of the axiomatisation of this lifting by ES ∪ EH relies on the following513

lemma called Hausdorff duality.514
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▶ Lemma 36. [14, Theorem 10.5][16, Proposition 2.1] For any S, T ∈ PX,515

dH(S, T ) = min
{

max
(x,y)∈C

d(x, y) | C ⊆ X ×X,π1(C) = S, π2(C) = T

}
.516

Our general theorem cannot waive the need for this result specific to the Hausdorff lifting,517

but it will help streamline the axiomatisation proof by removing a lot of overhead. Using518

Theorem 32 and Lemma 36, it is relatively easy to show the monad P̂H is presented by the519

Met (quantitative) equations in ES ∪EH (essentially Corollary 10.9 in [14]). Since P̂H is a520

monad lifting, Theorem 32 gives a theory EP̂H
presenting the monad generated by521

Ê1 = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E} and Ê2 =
{

∀(X, d).s =ε t | ε = dH
(
ρS

X [s], ρS
X [t]

)}
.522

By Lemma 35, we can replace Ê1 by the equations in ES seen as Met equations. It remains523

to show that if a quantitative algebra A ∈ QAlg(ΣS) satisfies the equations in Ê1 and EH524

(we note the latter is a subset of Ê2), then it also satisfies the equations in Ê2. Suppose525

A ⊨ Ê1 ∪EH, and let (X, d) be a metric space and s, t ∈ TSX, we will show that A ⊨ s =ε t526

with ε = dH(ρS
X [s], ρS

X [t]).527

Lemma 36 says there exists some C ⊆ X×X satisfying π1(C) = ρS
X [s] and π2(C) = ρS

X [t]528

such that ε = max(x,y)∈C d(x, y). The conditions on the projections mean that the terms529

s′ =
⊕

c∈C π1(c) and t′ =
⊕

c∈C π2(c) can be proven equal to s and t respectively in the530

theory of semilattices. Using Lemmas 35 and 20, we find A satisfies ∀(X, d).s = s′ and531

∀(X, d).t = t′. Moreover, since A ⊨ EH, the interpretation of the semilattice operation532

is nonexpansive with respect to the product metric, and this implies for any assignment533

ι : (X, d) → (A, dA),534

dA(Js′Kι
A, Jt

′Kι
A) ≤ max

c∈C
dA(Jπ1(c)Kι

A, Jπ2(c)Kι
A) ≤ max

c∈C
d(π1(c), π2(c)) = ε.535

We conclude that A ⊨ s′ =ε t
′ and by Lemma 19, A ⊨ s =ε t as desired.536

Kantorovich lifting. We quickly mention a similar example for the Kantorovich lifting of537

D that was proven to be a monad lifting in [26]. After proving a convexity property of538

the Kantorovich metric [19, Proposition 46] and the Kantorovich–Rubinstein duality [27,539

Theorem 5.10], an argument close to the one above shows that the Kantorovich lifting is540

presented by the Met equations in (10) and the following set of Met quantitative equations.541

EK =
{

∀x =ε x
′, y =ε′ y′.x+p y =pε+(1−p)ε′ x′ +p y

′ | ε, ε′ ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ (0, 1)
}

542

We cannot readily compare this with the presentation proof in [14] because they deal with543

all p-Wasserstein metrics (of which Kantorovich is an example) at once.544

Hausdorff–Kantorovich lifting. In [19], the authors showed how to combine the Hausdorff545

lifting and the Kantorovich lifting to get a monad lifting of the monad C of finitely generated546

convex sets of distributions. They also show that the resulting monad is presented by the547

combination of ES, ECA, EH, EK and Met equations stating the distributivity of +p over ⊕.548

This presentation proof can again be streamlined using Theorem 32 and their key results.549

ŁK lifting. Let us give one last example in full details. Given a metric space (X, d) and550

two probability distributions φ,ψ ∈ DX, the Łukaszyk–Karmowski (ŁK for short) distance551

between them is552

dŁK(φ,ψ) =
∑

x,x′∈X

φ(x)ψ(x′)d(x, x′).553
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It was shown in [18] that the ŁK distance yields a monad lifting D̂ of D to DMet, the554

category of diffuse metric spaces (points may have non-zero self-distance, see [8]). The555

authors also gave a relatively simple quantitative algebraic theory presenting it, but Theorem556

32 will help us find a simpler one. Let E be the algebraic theory of convex algebras. The557

theorem gives us a theory EŁK presenting D̂ and generated by the DMet (quantitative)558

equations559

Ê1 = {∀(X, d⊥).s = t | ∀X.s = t ∈ E} and Ê2 =
{

∀(X, d).s =ε t | ε = dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t]

)}
.560

As above (using Lemma 35), we can replace Ê1 by the set of equations coming from (10). In561

order to simplify Ê2, we rely on a property that dŁK satisfies: for any φ,φ′, ψ ∈ DX and562

p ∈ [0, 1],563

dŁK(pφ+ (1 − p)φ′, ψ) = pdŁK(φ,ψ) + (1 − p)dŁK(φ′, ψ). (18)564

Intuitively, this means that we can compute the distance between s and t by decomposing565

the terms into their variables, computing simple distances, then combining them to get back566

to s and t. Formally, we only need to keep the quantitative equations in Ê2 that belong to567

Ê′
2 = {∀x =ε1 y, x =ε2 z.x =pε1+(1−p)ε2 y +p z | ε1, ε2 ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ (0, 1)}.568

We will prove that for any A ∈ Alg(ΣCA), A ⊨ Ê1 ∪ Ê′
2 implies A ⊨ Ê1 ∪ Ê2. Suppose569

A ⊨ Ê1 ∪ Ê′
2, we proceed by induction on the structure of s and t to show that A ⊨570

∀(X, d).s =ε t, where ε = dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t]

)
. If s and t are variables, then ρCA

X [s] = δx and571

ρCA
X [t] = δy for some x, y ∈ X, thus ε = d(x, y) and ∀(X, d).x =d(x,y) y is satisfied by A (by572

Lemma 17). Otherwise, without loss of generality (using symmetry), write t = t1 +p t2,573

εi = dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [ti]

)
, and the induction hypothesis tells us that A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =εi

ti for574

i = 1, 2. Then, we define a substitution map σ : {x, y, z} → TΣX with x 7→ s, y 7→ t1 and575

z 7→ t2, and since A ⊨ ∀x =ε1 y, x =ε2 z.x =pε1+(1−p)ε2 y +p z ∈ Ê′
2, we can apply Lemma576

22 to get the desired A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t with577

ε′ = pdŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t1]

)
+ (1 − p)dŁK

(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t2]

)
578

= dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], pρCA
X [t1] + (1 − p)ρCA

X [t2]
)

by (18)579

= dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t1 +p t2]

)
580

= dŁK
(
ρCA

X [s], ρCA
X [t]

)
= ε.581

582

We conclude that EŁK is generated by the DMet equations in (10) and the DMet quantit-583

ative equations in Ê′
2.584

6 Conclusion and Future Work585

We have presented an automatic process for constructing a quantitative algebraic presentation586

of a monad lifting on GMet, given a algebraic presentation for its underlying monad on Set587

with an algebraic presentation. While this presentation may not be practically convenient,588

we have shown how it can guide the search for simpler presentations.589

As we continue to work towards growing the list of presentation results, we believe that590

our approach can be useful in several ways. For instance, verifying that the multiplication591

of a monad is nonexpansive (for some lifting) can be very difficult. Thus, it could lessen592

the burden if we can find a property of the quantitative theory given in (13) and (14) that593

is equivalent to the multiplication being nonexpansive. Additionally, understanding these594
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theories might help in determining when two monad liftings can be composed, given that595

there is a (weak) distributive law between the underlying monads. This is not always the596

case [17, Theorem 44].597

In Corollary 33, we hint at a small step towards a correspondence between monads on598

GMet and quantitative algebraic theories. More work is needed, especially after noting that599

the results of [1] and [2] do not apply to our framework as they work with enriched monads.600
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7.1 Proofs of Section 3695

7.1.1 Proof of Lemma 21696

Suppose A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t. For any ι : (X, d) → (A, dA), we have dA(JsKι
A, JtK

ι
A) ≤ ε ≤ ε′,697

so A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t. It follows that698

∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê ⇔ ∀A ∈ QAlg(Σ, Ê),A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε t699

=⇒ ∀A ∈ QAlg(Σ, Ê),A ⊨ ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t700

⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε′ t ∈ Ê.701
702

7.1.2 Proof of Lemma 22703

Suppose (6) and (7) hold and let ι : (Y,∆) → (A, dA). Define the assignment ισ : (X, d) →704

(A, dA) that sends x ∈ X to Jσ(x)Kι
A ∈ A. It is nonexpansive because for any x, x′ ∈ X,705

dA(Jσ(x)Kι
A, Jσ(x′)Kι

A) ≤ d(x, x′) by (6). Therefore, by (7), dA(JsKισ

A , JtK
ισ

A ) ≤ ε. Finally, we706

observe that707

J−Kισ

A = J−KA ◦ TΣ(ισ)708

= J−KA ◦ TΣ(Jσ(−)Kι
A)709

= J−KA ◦ TΣ (J−KA ◦ TΣι ◦ σ)710

= J−KA ◦ TΣJ−KA ◦ TΣTΣι ◦ TΣσ711

= J−KA ◦ µΣ
A ◦ TΣTΣι ◦ TΣσ712

= J−KA ◦ TΣι ◦ µΣ
Y ◦ TΣσ713

= Jσ∗(−)Kι
A,714

715

so dA(Jσ∗(s)Kι
A, Jσ

∗(t)Kι
A) ≤ ε.716

7.2 Proof of Proposition 23717

We prove here that the algebra constructed in the proof sketch is the free algebra, hence718

giving a left adjoint to the forgetful functor.719

Fix a metric space (X, d) and denote TX,d the free algebra on it. The carrier is720

(TΣX/≡Ê
, d

Ê
) and the interpretation of operations is the syntactic one that ensures T(X,d)721

belongs to QAlg(Σ, Ê). For any algebra A = (A, dA, JΣKA) and nonexpansive function722

f : (X, d) → (A, dA), we need to find a homomorphism f∗ : T(X,d) → A such that723

f∗[x]
Ê

= f(x).724

Since TΣX is the free Σ–algebra on X, there is a homomorphism f⋆ from TΣX to the725

underlying Σ–algebra of A that satisfies f⋆(x) = f(x). This equation and the homomorphism726

property imply that for any t ∈ TΣX, f⋆(t) = JtKf
A. Thus, if [s]

Ê
= [t]

Ê
then by definition727

∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê which means728

f⋆(s) = JsKf
A = JtKf

A = f⋆(t)729

because A satisfies all equations in Ê. Factoring f⋆ through TΣX/≡Ê
, we get a well-defined730

homomorphism f∗ between the underlying Σ–algebras of T(X,d) and A, and it satisfies731

f∗([x]
Ê

) = f⋆(x) = f(x).732
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It remains to show f∗ is nonexpansive. Let s, t ∈ TΣX such that d
Ê

([s]
Ê
, [t]

Ê
) = ε, this733

means ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê. Since A satisfies all quantitative equations in Ê, we have734

dA(f∗[s]
Ê
, f∗[t]

Ê
) = dA(JsKf

A, JtK
f
A) ≤ ε,735

hence f∗ is nonexpansive.736

The uniqueness of f∗ follows from the uniqueness of f⋆. Indeed, let f ♯ be a homomorphism737

T(X,d) → A satisfying f ♯[x]
Ê

= f(x), then precompose f ♯ with the quotient TΣX ↠ TΣX/≡Ê
.738

The result is a homomorphism of Σ–algebras q : TΣX → A that sends x to f(x), so it is f⋆
739

by uniqueness. Now, we have f∗ ◦ q = f⋆ = f ♯ ◦ q, which means f∗ = f ♯ since q is surjective.740

7.3 Proofs of Section 4741

7.3.1 Proof of Corollary 33742

Given M̂ a monad lifting of M , Theorem 32 showed E
M̂

is a lifting of E axiomatising M̂ . It743

is a formal consequence of the definitions that if Ê and Ê′ both lift E and axiomatize M̂ ,744

then Ê = Ê′. Indeed, for any (X, d), terms s, t ∈ TΣX and ε ∈ [0, 1], we have745

∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê
(11)⇔ ∀X.s = t ∈ E

(11)⇔ ∀(X, d).s = t ∈ Ê′, and746

∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê
(12)⇔ d̂(ρ[s], ρ[t]) ≤ ε

(12)⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê′.747
748

If Ê is a lifting of E, then Lemma 29 says that T̂Σ,Ê
is a monad lifting of TΣ,E , and using749

the isomorphism M ∼= TΣ,E , we can define a monad lifting M
Ê

of M axiomatised by Ê. For750

any m,m′ ∈ MX, let751

d̂(m,m′) = inf
{
ε ∈ [0, 1] | ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê, ρ−1

X (m) = [s] and ρ−1
X (m′) = [t]

}
.752

It follows from Lemma 21 and Definition ?? that Ê axiomatises M̂ .753

It is a formal consequence of the definitions that if Ê axiomatises both M̂ and M̂ ′ monad754

liftings of M , then M̂ = M̂ ′. Indeed, denoting M̂(X, d) = (MX, d̂) and M̂ ′(X, d) = (MX, d̂′),755

we have for any m,m′ ∈ MX and terms s, t ∈ TΣX satisfying ρ−1
X (m) = [s] and ρ−1

X (m′) = [t]:756

d̂(m,m′) ≤ ε ⇔ d̂(ρ[s], ρ[t]) ≤ ε
(12)⇔ ∀(X, d).s =ε t ∈ Ê

(12)⇔ d̂′(ρ[s], ρ[t]) ≤ ε ⇔ d̂′(m,m′) ≤ ε.757

We find that sending M̂ to E
M̂

and sending Ê to M
Ê

are inverses, yielding the bijection758

ML(M) ∼= TL(E).759

7.4 Proofs of Section 5760

7.4.1 Proof of Proposition 34761

The fact that P̂ is a monad lifting of P to Met is a consequence of the following lemmas.762

▶ Lemma 37. If (X, d) is a metric space, then so is (PX, d̂).763

Proof. Symmetry (1) is clear from the definition (using symmetry of d). We can prove (2)764

and (3) at once by765

d̂(S, S′) = 0 ⇔ S = S′ or S = {x}, S′ = {y}, d(x, y) = 0766

⇔ S = S′ or S = {x}, S′ = {y}, x = y767

⇔ S = S′.768
769
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For (4), let S, T, U ∈ PX. If d̂(S, T ) = 0, then d̂(S,U) = d̂(T,U) = d̂(S, T ) + d̂(T,U), and a770

symmetric argument works when d̂(T,U) = 0. If one of d̂(S, T ) or d̂(T,U) is equal to 1, then771

since d̂(S,U) ≤ 1, the triangle inequality must hold. In the last possible cases, all sets must772

be singletons, so773

d̂({x}, {z}) = d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) = d̂({x}, {y}) + d̂({y}, {z}).774

◀775

▶ Lemma 38. If f : (X, d) → (Y,∆) is nonexpansive, then so is Pf : (PX, d̂) → (PY, ∆̂).776

Proof. Let S, S′ ∈ PX. If S = S′, then f(S) = f(S′), so777

∆̂(f(S), f(S′)) = 0 ≤ 0 = d̂(S, S′).778

If S = {x} and S′ = {y}, then f(S) = {f(x)} and f(S′) = {f(y)}, so779

∆̂(f(S), f(S′)) = ∆(f(x), f(y)) ≤ d(x, y) = d̂(S, S′).780

Otherwise, d̂(S, S′) = 1 and ∆̂(f(S), f(S′)) is always less or equal to 1. ◀781

▶ Lemma 39. For any (X, d), the map ηX : (X, d) → (PX, d̂) is nonexpansive.782

Proof. Recall that ηX(x) = {x}. For any x, y ∈ X, d̂({x}, {y}) = d(x, y), so ηX is even an783

isometry. ◀784

▶ Lemma 40. For any (X, d), the map µX : (PPX, ̂̂d) → (PX, d̂) is nonexpansive.785

Proof. Recall that µX(F) = ∪F and let F ,F ′ ∈ PPX. The case F = F ′ is dealt with by786

(2) and (3). If F = {S} and F ′ = {S′}, then787

d̂(µX(F), µX(F ′) = d̂(S, S′) = ̂̂
d({S}, {S′}).788

In the last possible cases, ̂̂
d(F ,F ′) = 1, so the inequality holds because d̂(µX(F), µX(F ′) is789

always less or equal to 1. ◀790


